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A COLLECTOR’S CACHE OF SPIRITED POP AND CONTEMPORARY  
WORKS SHARES THE SPOTLIGHT WITH AN OCEANFRONT SETTING.
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Designer Sofia Joelsson created 
a custom sectional for the living 

room, covering the body in a 
Holly Hunt cream leather and 
the cushions in a plusher Holly 
Hunt woven fabric. Joining the 

sofa is a Serge de Troyer coffee 
table with a parchment-and-
walnut finish. Hanging next to 
the marble fireplace is Nothing 

Tastes as Good as Skinny 
Feels by Alejandro Vigilante.

W
hat’s the drawback of having a museum-
worthy art collection? It can often make 
your home feel like a museum—and 
that’s exactly what homeowner and 
philanthropist Stephen Macricostas did 

not want for his oceanfront condominium. 
Situated on Ocean Drive in South Beach, the two-story 

apartment features an impressive collection of Pop and 
contemporary art by the likes of Michael Moebius, Renaud 
Delorme and Jonathan Paul, among others, which Stephen 
has been acquiring for years. The home is also set right on 
the water. So, the trick for designer Sofia Joelsson, who was 
tasked with the project’s interiors, was to give equal play to 
the dominant art collection while complementing the views 
outside. “Stephen wanted the art to speak for itself, yet he 
also wanted a very comfortable home,” Joelsson says. “So 
in every piece we selected or custom-made, we very much 
had comfort in mind, all with a palette that had a connection 
to the surrounding beach and the sand.”

Joelsson met Stephen about 12 years ago when the two 
were neighbors in another South Beach condo complex. 
There, Joelsson had designed at least 20 apartments, 
including the penthouse, which had what Stephen calls 
“a wow factor,” and he wanted to use that space as a 
benchmark for his new home.  

Unlike his other homes in Manhattan and Costa Rica, 
Stephen wanted this one, his permanent residence, to 
be more contemporary. And once they began working 
together, the designer and homeowner discovered that they 
were kindred spirits when it came to matters of taste. Says 
Stephen: “Sometimes I’d earmark pages in magazines that  
I liked, and she’d say, ‘Honey, that’s my work.’ ”
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Cécile Plaisance’s Burka Barbie  
(foreground) and Dganit Blechner’s 

Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Marilyn 
Butterfly (on the back wall) grace 

the hallway, which also serves as a 
gallery space. The floors are Vena 
Grigio marble from Italy with lined 

veins in sandy shades of taupe.

Below, left: In the powder  
room, artist Jonathan Paul’s 

image of singer Amy Winehouse 
pops against the deep blue 

walls. The sink by Idea Group 
was original to the condo. 

Below, right: Working with 
general contractor Alan Vaisberg, 

who coordinated with Aria 
Development Group, Joelsson 

opened up the kitchen and 
added a glass partition to bring 
more light to the stair hallway. 
Lining the wall is an installation 

of glazed and unglazed ceramic 
forms by Jennifer Prichard.
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In the living room, a Mongolian lamb-fur 
pillow by Cudesso accents Minotti’s 
Jensen wingback bergére. Nearby, 

the sleek kitchen is by Poggenpohl.
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Because the striking art collection was going to be 
front and center, Joelsson chose a soft sandy palette 
reflective of the oceanfront setting that wouldn’t interfere 
with the color and vitality of the works. Nevertheless, 
most of the rooms have a pop of color, whether it’s a  
bold purple in one of the bedroom suites or a deep blue  
in the powder room. 

Placement of the art, as well as lighting, also became all-
important, along with “tons of built-ins and millwork,” says 
Joelsson, who designed all the interior architecture, from 
the cabinetry to the fireplaces. “We took into consideration 
every single location where art could be displayed to 
make sure it had adequate lighting.” 

Such considerations came into play in the living room, 
where a niche accommodates Marilyn Crying, a Russell 
Young screen print; it’s backlit with light coves that create 
a soft glow. In addition to accentuating the painting, the 
lighting serves a practical purpose. “Because the sofa 
is right there, we didn’t want the light to be in anyone’s 
eyes,” Joelsson says. “So the illumination comes more 
from behind, rather than above.”

More works, including Delorme’s Miss America and 
Moebius’ Tiffany Blue, line a long hallway that leads from the 
front foyer to the guest suites toward the back of the home, 
forming the perfect gallery. “We literally tried to utilize every 
single wall space we had,” Joelsson says. But choosing which 

Custom chairs fabricated by Fede Furniture surround the dining room table made with a top crafted by  
Bon Vivant Custom Woodworking and columns that were once part of the hidden wine and champagne 
vaults that ran under the Brooklyn Bridge. The Le Petite Pentagone chandelier is by Jonathan Browning. 

Getting the dining room’s wall of gray-washed-oak veneer to surround the 
fish tank was tricky. “Plumbing, exhaust ventilation and cabinetry needed 
to be exact,” Vaisberg says. “There was little room to maneuver.”
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Joelsson ramped up the color 
quotient in the family room with a 
royal blue velvet sofa of her own 
design fabricated by Fede Furniture. 
She also designed the wall of 
cabinetry, which was fabricated by 
Bon Vivant Custom Woodworking, 
as well as the white crocodile-
leather Steam Trunk coffee table 
that is available through Cudesso.
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Above: A door fabricated by Bon Vivant 
Custom Woodworking opens to a guest 

bedroom, where Joelsson covered an 
entire wall with Black Crow Studios’ Purple 

Swoosh wallpaper in a tie-dye pattern. 

Right: The guest bedroom’s button-tufted 
bed, bedding and bamboo-and-silk rug are 
all from Cudesso; the sculptural creature 

standing sentinel is by Ray Mantella.
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work would go where proved difficult. Even after carefully 
identifying the ideal spot for a piece, the designer sometimes 
made modifications based on color and the way it interacted 
with the furnishings and other works. Case in point: Bradley 
Hart’s Michael, a portrait of Michael Jackson made from  
paint-injected bubble wrap, was originally headed for 
the master bedroom. Instead, Joelsson hung it in a more 
public spot—the family room. “It really needs to be seen,” 
Stephen says. “It can now be appreciated by everybody.”

That factor was important to Stephen, a gregarious host 
who does a lot of entertaining. Joelsson kept that in mind 
when designing the lower level, where the family room is 
primed for guests with a wine cellar, bar, deep U-shaped 
blue velvet sectional by Cudesso and 120-inch flat-screen 
television for movie night. “Initially, that room had a bit of 
disconnect from the rest of the spaces, with a few beams  
that looked out of place,” Joelsson says. So, the designer, 
along with general contractor Alan Vaisberg, rebuilt the 
ceiling with coffers and placed light coves within each of 
the grids. The ceiling now adds architectural interest without 
detracting from the bold art and furnishings. 

Art was so important to this project that Vaisberg, 
working with architect Jose Gonzalez on city permits  
and revisions, had to redesign the heating and air  
conditioning system to accommodate it, including moving 
the main air return that originally took up an entire wall 
of the gallery hallway to a smaller rectangular return that 
is now located toward the ceiling. Another challenge 
was placing a tank of tropical fish within a wall of custom 
cabinetry in the dining room. As if a 7-foot tank weren’t 
enough, Joelsson placed colored coral within it, upping 
the style quotient. “It really turned into this spectacular 
live artwork piece,” she observes.

Stephen couldn’t be happier. The overall look—
elegant and relaxed yet contemporary and “very South 
Beach”—was just what he had envisioned. “You walk  
in, and the art just grabs you; the whole style grabs  
you,” he says. “It’s very elegant, but at the same time 
you’re not afraid to sit down on the couch and take off 
your shoes. It doesn’t feel like a museum, and people 
aren’t afraid to touch anything. It’s exactly what I wanted  
and more.” 

The master bathroom is lined 
almost entirely in marble 
and includes an extra-wide 
shower and cabinetry by 
Idea Group, which were 
both original to the home. 

Joelsson placed Global View’s ceramic 
Open Hands stool from Cudesso in the 

master bathroom to add a whimsical note 
to the more geometric soaking tub. 
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